Introduction of environmental innovations in the Republic of Kazakhstan
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Abstract. This article discusses the widespread use by countries of environmental innovations and new technologies, which will soon bring serious economic and social changes to the life of all mankind. The need for radical changes in methods and means of environmental protection, which reduce the technological impact on the biosphere of the earth, and contributing to the preservation of human health, is shown. Under the conditions of technoglobalism, the development of environmental innovations brings serious economic and social changes to the life of all mankind, the transition of national economies to a system of qualitatively safe energy and environmental development. This is due to the fact that the planning and implementation of the material progress of society often does not take into account the ecological foundations of the coexistence of society and the environment. The modern concept of quality of life covers all aspects of the interaction between man and the environment, and ecology is becoming a priority for the development of innovative economies in developed countries. In this context, Kazakhstan intends to continue to work to stimulate and encourage innovation and investment in the environmentally friendly production of goods and services, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and apply climate-resilient technologies.

Introduction

Today, environmental innovation plays an increasingly important role for the competitiveness of national economies and companies. They open up new market opportunities in view of the growing demand for environmentally friendly products and are able to increase business performance. Environmental innovations are understood as new products, technologies, ways of organizing production, providing protection and expanded reproduction of the natural environment. Ecologically important areas of technology development include environmentally friendly biotechnologies, waste processing technologies, and low-pollution technologies. We are also talking about the integrated implementation of environmental management, environmental marketing, environmental technologies, allowing for systemic interaction between economic development and environmental protection. [1].
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Actual at the present stage is the concept of a "green" economy, which includes the ideas of many other areas in economic science, such as welfare economics, environmental economics, environmental economics and others related to sustainable development problems. These approaches seem to be interdependent, since they basically consider an economy that improves the welfare of the nation and helps reduce environmental risks, which makes it possible to establish social equality, eliminate environmental deficits, and introduce environmental innovations. The concept of "green growth" since 2008 is included in the conceptual documents and terminology of international organizations as a key term for the further development of society and individual countries [2]. In particular, at the IV session of the UN Environment Assembly, which was held in 2019 in Nairobi (Kenya), issues related to innovative solutions to environmental problems and sustainable consumption and production were discussed. Thus, states today formulate environmental policies aimed at introducing environmental innovations that contribute to the technological renewal of technologically advanced industries.

Methodology

In order to follow the principles of sustainable development, companies in many countries around the world are actively developing eco-innovations. It is “the development of any new or significantly improved products (goods or services), processes, organizational changes or marketing decisions that reduce the consumption of natural resources (including materials, energy, water and land) and reduce emissions of harmful substances throughout the life cycle ”[3]. Eco-innovations stimulate the transition from a traditional (linear) economy to an environmentally sustainable, or circular, based on the principle of three R – Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (reduction, reuse, recycling) [4,5,6]. The circular economy implies the active introduction of environmentally friendly closed-cycle technologies and the efficient use of resources to achieve the optimal balance and harmony between the three “pillars” of sustainable development: economy, ecology and society [7]. The successful implementation of eco-innovations is facilitated by an increase in the environmental culture and responsibility of producers and consumers. According to numerous studies, the necessary conditions for the transition to a circular economy are the establishment of environmentally responsible production by companies and consideration by consumers of environmental aspects when choosing goods and services [8, 9, 10, 11].

Given the mutual interest of consumers and manufacturers in the application of eco-innovations, certain contradictions arise from the point of view of each of the parties in obtaining and using environmental, social and economic benefits. The consumer value of eco-innovation does not necessarily guarantee an economic bonus to producers. For many consumers, the benefits of eco-innovation, both tangible and intangible, are obvious. The demand for environmentally friendly products is growing, and buyers are willing to pay more for such products [12]. To meet the “green” demand, manufacturers need to ensure the appropriate design, production, sale and recycling (recycling) of products [13]. The use of eco-products brings such benefits to consumers as reducing costs and energy consumption, improving the quality and reliability of products, expanding opportunities for its repair, modernization and disposal, reducing harmful effects on health. Aware of them, consumers stimulate companies to engage in environmentally responsible behavior [14].

The introduction of eco-innovations can reduce costs by reducing material and energy intensity, increase the efficiency and competitiveness of manufacturers, which, however, is not always obvious to them [15]. However, it is the prospect of cost optimization (in particular, for energy and materials) that most often stimulates investment in eco-innovation [16; 17; 18; 19]. It should be borne in mind that the use of only the most advanced eco-innovations will lead to a real reduction in costs and increased productivity [20]. Thus, we
can come to the conclusion that companies that are innovative in terms of innovation, having the corresponding potential, often create and implement eco-innovations that ultimately increase their effectiveness. When studying the impact of eco-innovations (product, process and organizational) on productivity, two categories of enterprises were compared, showing a correspondingly high or insignificant innovative activity.

For Kazakhstan, sustainable development and a green economy are not theoretical concepts, but vital issues. In Kazakhstan, there are regional and national environmental problems that require new approaches and practical solutions. Similar unresolved problems exist in many other countries that do not have sufficient experience and potential to solve them [21]. Therefore, Kazakhstan initiated the Green Bridge Interregional Program as a voluntary, regional and practical mechanism for the transition to a green economy. A green economy does not replace sustainable development goals, but is a mechanism to achieve them. The concept of a "green" economy means the conservation of nature on an economically viable basis [22]. At the same time, the main lever is the new generation of green technologies, environmental innovations and the goods and services based on them.

At the moment, the AIFC is developing tools that could help investors enter the Kazakhstani market. One of them is green bonds, which are widely used all over the world. Funds from the sale of such bonds are allocated to environmental projects.

The agency is preparing a site for the issuance of the first “green” bonds in Kazakhstan. Such bonds will be the first not only in Kazakhstan, but also, in principle, in the CIS and the Central Asian region. The rules for issuing and circulating “green” bonds on the AIFC exchange have been developed and adopted. The international rules on the so-called “green bonds principles” were taken as a basis; these are the principles of “green” bonds used by foreign developed countries. And “climate bonds taxonomy” is the systematics of “green” bonds, according to which all investors invest in these projects. These projects may also include waste management, air purification, drinking water treatment, sustainable ecosystems, etc. [22].

The global green bond market is growing annually by 40-50%. As of January 2019, the global green bond market in the world has increased to $ 528.9 billion.

The leaders in the climate bond market are China and the United States, although even in these countries such instruments are not formally positioned as climate or environmental. Climatic bonds can be of various types: securities secured by assets, corporate bonds, sovereign bonds. They can also be issued by a wide number of institutions: commercial banks, development banks, government agencies, municipal and regional authorities. China is the leader in bond issuance, while the United States has issued the largest number of green bonds. The Chinese railway corporation itself issued almost a quarter of all bonds in the world.

To improve the global environmental infrastructure, it is estimated that about $ 1 trillion is needed to finance. The biggest demand for green finance, including bonds, comes from an ever-growing group of socially responsible investors. These people and organizations strive to increase their financial performance, while at the same time integrating social and environmental factors into the process of selecting areas for investment. The vast majority of such investors are in Europe and the United States. The most popular area for issuing and investing in climate bonds by a wide margin is transport, energy and multisectoral investments are in second and third place.

By 2030, Kazakhstan, in the framework of the OECD Sustainable Development Cooperation Program, along with other countries, raises the issues of modernizing the infrastructure and re-equipment of industrial enterprises, making them sustainable by increasing the efficiency of resource use and wider use of clean and environmentally friendly technologies and industrial processes involving all countries in accordance with their individual capabilities [23]. To this end, the current legislation regarding tariff setting will be
improved and the implementation of measures to save energy and increase energy efficiency will continue through the modernization of industry, the introduction of innovative technologies, the interaction of science and production.

Kazakhstan has set goals to attract international financial flows for the greening of the economy. To finance green technologies, international funds and private investments are used, as well as republican and local budgets. Investments will be attracted through the Green Climate Fund, which was created to limit and reduce greenhouse gas emissions in developing countries, as well as to help adapt to the effects of climate change.

In addition, Kazakhstan intends to become a regional leader in the field of green finance based on the AIFC infrastructure (Astana International Financial Center) and the newly created International Center for Green Technologies and Investment Projects. AIFC will contribute to the development of green finance by providing the necessary conditions and infrastructure, stimulating the transition to a green economy and sustainable development.

The production of environmentally friendly products in Kazakhstan in value terms decreased in 2018 compared with 2014 by 4.4% and amounted to 60.9 billion tenge. The share of environmentally friendly products in the total volume of production in 2014 amounted to 0.3%, in 2016 - 0.7% and in 2018 - 0.2% (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Production of environmentally friendly products, billion tenge, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production in value terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environmentally friendly products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share of environmentally friendly products in total production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: [24]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been established that organizational eco-innovations are able to increase the effectiveness of firms, regardless of the size of their innovative potential. However, companies with high innovation activity receive additional benefits from the introduction of process innovations. The effectiveness of innovatively inactive enterprises is largely determined by their age: the positions of more mature players strengthen as experience accumulates. In turn, the productivity of companies more prone to innovation is directly related to their size - such a business can benefit from economies of scale. In general, the higher the overall innovative potential of an organization, the more often it practices eco-innovation [25].

Despite the actualization of this problem in Kazakhstan, over the past five years in Kazakhstan, the number of enterprises with environmental innovations has remained virtually unchanged, indicating a low efficiency of investments in environmental innovations. In 2018, compared with 2014, there was a slight increase in the number of enterprises with environmental innovations by 2.4% and amounted to 253 units. against 247 units in 2014. The share of environmental innovations in the total number of innovations from 2014 to 2018 decreased from 12.7% to 7.8%. The level of activity in the field of environmental innovation is measured at 0.8%, the highest level this indicator reached in 2015 - 1.1% (see table 2).
Table 2. The number of enterprises with environmental innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of enterprises with environmental innovations, units</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The level of activity in the field of environmental innovation, %</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The share of environmental innovations in the total number of innovations, %</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [24]

According to the Committee on Statistics of the Ministry of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the share of investments aimed at protecting the environment in the total investment is quite low. So, this indicator in 2014 amounted to 1.6%, in 2016 - 0.6%, in 2018 - 1%. The highest value of the indicator, the share of investments related to the green economy was recorded in 2018 - 0.7% (Figure 1).

An innovative economy cannot develop efficiently if an innovative product resulting from intellectual activity is not protected by a patent. Over the past five years, 1385 patents in the field of environmental protection have been granted in Kazakhstan. The largest number of patents came in 2017 and 2018 - 293 and 357, respectively.

Environmental management systems have not yet become widespread, although in sectors that are highly dependent on international markets, they are used more often. In 2016, there were 148 valid certificates in Kazakhstan (of which 133 confirmed compliance with the ISO 14001: 2004 standard and 15 - ISO 14001: 2015, which is an extremely small number given the number of regulatory objects in Kazakhstan. From 2014 to 2018, the number of patents granted for environmental technologies increased from 60 to 95 units, for energy technologies from 145 to 262 units (Figure 2).

![Fig 1. Investments aimed at protecting the environment, million tenge [24]](image-url)
The number of issued licenses for the performance of work and the provision of services in the field of environmental protection, however, for the period from 2014-2018 decreased by 30% and in 2018 the number of issued licenses amounted to 101 units (fig. 4).

Special environmental education arose in our country with some delay. In the mid-80s of the last century, the specialty "Environmental Protection" was introduced for engineering universities. However, the solution of numerous environmental problems required universal specialists, quite well versed in both natural science and socio-economic issues. Engineering or narrow ecological approaches for this was clearly not enough.

It became obvious that integrated environmental specialists with a managerial bias should have special training. Therefore, educational standards were developed for several undergraduate specialties: "Ecology", "Land Management", "Water Resources and Water
Use”, "Life Safety and Environmental Protection”, "Forest Resources and Forestry". The content of environmental higher education is largely determined by the profile of the specialty and the university, but it necessarily includes issues of related sciences.

For the period from 2014-2018 it can be seen that there has been a reduction in the graduation of specialists from higher educational institutions in all environmental specialties, with the exception of the graduation of specialists in the specialty "Water resources and water use". In 2018, compared with 2014, there was a slight increase in graduates in the specialty "Water resources and water use" by 8.7%. According to the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan, in 2018, the graduation of environmental specialists from universities was 960, having decreased by 1.6 times since 2014 (see table 3).

**Table 3. Graduation of specialists by higher educational institutions in environmental specialties, people**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of specialties</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecology</td>
<td>1,523</td>
<td>1,352</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life safety and environmental protection</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water resources and water use</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land management</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Resources and Forestry</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total specialists</td>
<td>3,157</td>
<td>2,905</td>
<td>2,219</td>
<td>2,182</td>
<td>2,571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [24]

The share of graduates in environmental professions in the total number of graduates of higher educational institutions is insignificant and amounts to 1.97% in 2018, showing a small percentage increase compared to 2014 (0.19 percentage points) (Fig. 4).

**Fig.4.** The share of graduates in environmental professions in the total number of graduates of higher educational institutions, % [24]

The growing environmental problems and the economic consequences of natural and man-made disasters dictate the need for the accelerated development of certain specific areas of scientific research and technological development ("clean" energy, genomic medicine, new technologies in agriculture, environmentally friendly materials, green innovations, etc.), for many of which there are no significant backlogs in Kazakhstan. In order to meet these challenges, Kazakhstan needs to radically more deeply integrate into the global innovation
system, increase the intensity of the implementation of scientific research, innovative business activity and the introduction of environmental innovation.

So far, we have to admit that the volume of expenditures on scientific projects related to the "green economy" over the past three years have a tendency to decrease. In the reporting period, this indicator decreased by 23% and in 2017 amounted to 84,642.8 thousand tenge. The share of expenditures on scientific projects related to the green economy to the total amount of expenditures on research and development remains unchanged in the period under review - 0.1% (table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses for research projects related to the &quot;green economy&quot;, thousand tenge</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>including those related to renewable energy, thousand tenge</td>
<td>109 796,5</td>
<td>92 433,7</td>
<td>84 642,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The share of expenditures on scientific projects related to the &quot;green economy&quot; to the total amount of expenditures on R&amp;D,%</td>
<td>0,1</td>
<td>0,1</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Expenses for research projects related to the green economy

The formation of environmental culture involves providing the basics of environmental knowledge in the education system and a wide environmental and educational work for different categories of the population. The success of this task is determined by the active position of civil society, the interest and personal participation of representatives of the general population. This implies the development of a broad environmental movement that encompasses not only environmentalists, but also representatives of all sectors of civil society.

In Kazakhstan, the number of programs / projects in the field of environmental awareness and enlightenment at the regional and national level over the past two years has tended to decrease. In 2017, 2018, their number was 24 units, and 26 units respectively. The greatest growth was recorded in 2016 - 84 programs / projects in the field of environmental understanding and enlightenment (Figure 5).

![Fig.5. The number of programs / projects in the field of environmental understanding and enlightenment at the regional and national level, units [24]](image-url)
There are many examples of how governments, organizations and universities create special funds to provide companies with grants for innovation and environmental sustainability initiatives. These funds are aimed at financing various initiatives, from research and development to new technologies and related activities. National and regional grants may also be allocated for testing and market launch. In many cases, priority is given to SMEs in obtaining grants [26,27].

In countries such as Korea, Brazil, India, China, and South Africa, government programs focus on research and development of eco-innovative knowledge and technology. In Malaysia, the Philippines, Mexico, Canada, Denmark, the United Kingdom, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, the USA, Israel, and Thailand, there are government funding programs that help SMEs implement environmental sustainability and innovation projects. Under these programs, SMEs can receive advice and support, as well as grants that cover up to 70% of their project costs. For example, in Malaysia, the National Council for the Development of SMEs (NSDC) recently adopted, as part of its master plan for SMEs, the decision to allocate special funding for inclusive innovative initiatives implemented by SMEs with incomes below 40%. There are government funding programs that help SMEs implement environmental sustainability and innovation projects. Under these programs, SMEs can receive advice and support, as well as grants that cover up to 70% of their project costs. For example, in Malaysia, the National Council for SME Development (NSDC) recently adopted, as part of its master plan for SMEs, the decision to allocate special funding for inclusive innovative initiatives implemented by SMEs with incomes below 40% [27].

The study and wider use in the Republic of Kazakhstan of foreign experience in environmental regulation and support will increase the effectiveness of state environmental policy, reduce the level of adverse environmental impact and will help the republic move along the path of sustainable development.

Conclusions

For the republic, the environmental focus of economic development today is especially important against the background of a general inefficiency in the use of natural resources and low energy conservation. The innovation development strategy of Kazakhstan provides for alternative technologies (hydrogen energy, green technology, the use of wind, solar, tides and other renewable energy sources) to achieve economically acceptable parameters; Improving the environmental parameters of thermal energy, primarily coal.

The tasks of integrating the country into the world economic system and joining the club of developed OECD countries require, first of all, improving the legislative and institutional framework for the transition to a green economy, and a strategic planning system.

According to strategic documents, the main result of Kazakhstan’s policy in the field of “green” economy and environmental protection will be an increase in the quality of life of the population, environmental safety, reduction of environmental risks and ecological deficits, sustainable development and increased competitiveness.
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